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Application

Lint filter cassettes are designed to filtrate lint particles from tumble dryers after the laundry process. A 

fine steel mesh filtrates the lint particles and collect it in a cleanable filter box. The filter box is easy 

accessible for both cleaning or replacing purposes, and may be used while the system is running. 

Positioning of the cassettes may be in either vertical or horizontal (VU/VD) airflow direction and are 

available as both rectangular or circular connections with or without nipples. 

Materials and dimensions

Depending on the rated airflow, the common size range of the lint filter cassette is from 300 to 
33000m /h. Material options for the cassettes are aluminium and stainless steel, and they are designed 

for either fire rated or non-fire rated ductwork depending on the requirements. Recommended 

maximum pressure losses is 50 Pa and should not exceed 100 Pa over the filter box. 

Options

In addition, the lint filter cassette is available with several options as a pressure gauge (of magnehelic 

type) for analogue reading of pressure loss over the filter, but other pressure reading options may be 

supplied upon request. Moreover, fire rated duct connections can be supplied similar to NORSOK duct 

class F. Standard nipple connection is with rubber EPDM gasket unless other is specified. 

LINT FILTER CASSETTE

LINT

AISI 316L

TYPE MATERIAL

CONNECTION

TYPE TYPE

CONNECTING

DIMENSIONS (mm) OPTIONS

ALUMINUM

F = flanged

W = width

AIRFLOW

DIRECTION

C = circular
R = rectangular

S = spigot

H = height
f = Nom. Dia.

VU = ver�cal up

VD = ver�cal down

H = horizontal

PGA = Pressure Gauge 

PGD = Pressure Gauge 
Analogue 

Digital*

FR = Fire Ra�ng

DUCT

SPECIFICATIONS

Example: LINT - AISI 316L - CS - f 315 - FR - H - PGA 

 LINT - AISI 316L - FR - 200x200 - VU 

* NOTE! Specify type



LINT FILTERS CASSETTE - TYPES

LINT -CS* LINT - CF* LINT - RF*

FRONT VIEW

TOP VIEW

* NOTE! Refer to Specifications
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